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Abstract
Tool-handle design research has been previously limited to determination of diameters of cylindrical handles to
increase performance, comfort and avoid acute and cumulative traumatic disorders. However, there is still lack of
correct shape determination and systemization of the ergonomic design knowledge. To overcome these limitations,
methodology to develop optimal sized and shaped tool-handles for a target population previously developed has
been integrated into an existing ergonomics and aesthetics decision support system. The system allows a correct
determination of tool-handle size and shape according to the target population and provides general ergonomics
knowledge. Resulting handles consider optimal diameters for each finger to maximize maximum voluntary
contraction, comfort and contact area, which can lower the risk of acute and cumulative trauma disorders. The
system allows development of ergonomic tool-handles with almost no prior ergonomics knowledge and without
iterative design process, which decreases the designing time. 42 refs.
(Received in August 2012, accepted in July 2013. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 2 revisions.)
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Abstract
Consistent studies assessing the impact of the strategic decision of distribution nodes with no-financial key
performance indicators are lacking. This work focuses on studying how the distribution system of a direct sale
cosmetics supply chain behaves and on generating decision-making scenarios relating to the definition and size of
distribution nodes. A systems dynamics-based simulation tool deals with a strategic decision and size of
distribution nodes in a reduced direct sale supply chain of cosmetic products. The methodological approach
presented herein allows to analyse how existing facilities operate and to verify their performance. Finally, this work
provides a reference conceptual model for the strategic definition of distribution nodes. 27 refs.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the modelling of a turning process using a gravitational search algorithm (GSA). GSA is an
optimization algorithm based on Newton's law of universal gravitation and mass interactions. In order to
sufficiently describe the turning process, at least three independent variables are required: cutting speed, feed-rate,
and cutting depth. Independent variables have impacts on dependent variables, which were in our case cutting
force, surface roughness, and tool-life. The values of independent and dependent variables obtained by
measurements serve as a knowledge database for feeding the GSA optimization process. During our research the
GSA was used for optimizing the numerical coefficients of predefined polynomial models for describing the
observed output variables. The accuracies of the obtained prediction models were proved by means of a testing data
set that was excluded from the training data. The research showed that the obtained results were comparable with
the other optimization algorithms such as particle swarm optimization (PSO). However, the optimization time
required for GSA optimization was, in certain cases, significantly shorter. 33 refs.
(Received in December 2012, accepted in August 2013. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 2 revisions.)
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Abstract
Dispersion and flow of air in passenger compartments of vehicles are important to assure a comfortable
environment for passengers, driver concentration and safe driving conditions. The article describes numerical
adiabatic flow simulations for the „mute“, an electric car. Air streams in its passenger compartment were simulated;
air velocities were compared while using different turbulence models. The turbulence models were selected upon
being screened for best-suiting characteristics. The eddy-viscosity standard, RNG k-ε and SST k-ω models were
used. Near-wall approaches (standard wall functions, scalable wall functions and enhanced wall treatment) were
checked against a test case from “European Research Community on Flow, Turbulence and Combustion" to
determine the best choice for „mute“ passenger compartment air velocity simulations. 17 refs.
(Received in March 2013, accepted in September 2013. This paper was with the authors 3 months for 2 revisions.)
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Abstract
In this paper, the compliance of interface between fixture elements and workpiece is theoretically and
experimentally investigated. The proposed theoretical model allows modelling of the behaviour of all kinds of
interfaces between fixture elements and workpiece, under arbitrary dynamic loads. Workpiece displacement
relative to fixture element was determined by analytical solution of the Lagrange differential equations of motion.
Interface stiffness and damping coefficient were determined experimentally. The results of experimental
investigation confirm the claims of theoretical model. 37 refs.
(Received in April 2013, accepted in July 2013. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.)
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Abstract
This paper demonstrates a new methodology for designing a virtual factory model and model execution on the
basis of a real schedule plan. The main characteristic of the developed method is that the inputs are regarded as one
of the main parameters of the production process, and the main objective is to create a low-cost production process
model. The methodology is adjusted for use in SMEs (Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) with individual or
unique type of production. For such companies, the method represents an ability to optimize existing production
processes through detecting and eliminating possible errors and disturbances before the real production process is
executed at an acceptable cost. The applicability and suitability of the developed method for virtual production
performance has been proven with the verification process, where the input data for the simulation was obtained
from a real company. The simulation results have shown that the presented methodology is a useful tool for the
optimization of the production process. 26 refs.
(Received in June 2013, accepted in September 2013. This paper was with the authors 1 month for 1 revision.)
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Abstract
This study investigates electric vehicles battery recycling problem. In this study, based on Agent theory and
Anylogic platform, Agent model of battery recycling is built. We have done simulation for electric vehicle batteries
recycling: this paper analyses the influence that factors (battery renovation rate, quantities of electric vehicles,
electric vehicle lifetime, battery lifetime, battery renovation time) have on recycling (quantities of wasted batteries,
quantities of reused batteries, optimal quantities of batteries). Through simulation, this study shows that factors’
influence on recycling depends on the relative life RL greatly. When renovation rate changes in the interval [0.7,
0.8], the results fluctuate greatly, such as optimal quantities of batteries will decrease about 10 %, quantities of
reused batteries can increase about 30 %, and quantities of wasted batteries will have a sharp decline by about 40
%; the model is optimal until battery renovation times are increased to three. 33 refs.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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BATCH TASK SCHEDULING-ORIENTED OPTIMIZATION MODELLING AND
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Abstract
Batch task scheduling in cloud manufacturing has dynamic, real-time characteristic and the presence of big data
concurrency and exchange requirements, while traditional workshop tasks scheduling models and algorithms can’t
fit. In order to effectively save the time and reduce the cost of workshop production, an optimization model is put
forward at first. And then improved cooperative particle swarm optimization algorithm with fast convergence and
strong ability to avoid local optimization is used to solve the tasks scheduling problems. At last simulation
experiment analysis results prove its effectiveness. 15 refs.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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Abstract
Within project-based supply chain inter-organizational cooperative innovation, the achievement of project valueadding reflects by factors such as effect level of project-based organizations, the relationship between construction
project cooperative innovation objectives. Therefore, based on the assumption of equal cooperation between
project-based organizations, considering the relationship of effect cost between knowledge input and innovation
stage, and the reciprocity preference of project-based organizations, the collaborative incentive model for projectbased supply chain cooperative innovation was established, and the digital simulation was presented. The results
show that, the project-based supply chain cross-organizational cooperative innovation is in the most favourable
position to be realized when rising project-based organizations’ effort level at one stage can reduce the effort cost
of another stage. The reciprocity preference of project-based organization does not automatically lead to the
achievement of the project-based supply chain cross-organizational cooperative innovation, but can enhance the
incentive outcome of project value-adding sharing and knowledge collaboration. 24 refs.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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Abstract
With the development of economy, energy dilemma and environment protection give urgent pressure on
automobile industry. More and more countries are making new energy vehicle policy. How to choose a proper
routing when driving an electric vehicle? Does charging stations layout in a city meet the demand of electric
vehicles? This paper gives out the electric vehicles’ routing optimizing algorithm. The algorithm focus on decision
policy before an electric vehicle starts. There are 3 kinds of situations: the situation moving to destination, moving
to a charging station and staying origin. Each situation has its judgment and it is discussed in detail. Except that, the
electric vehicles’ routing optimization is solved in this paper. By applying routing optimizing algorithm, a multiagent simulation model is build and the model is running with real data of charging stations in Beijing. The
simulation results show that this model is valid. Through analysis of simulation data, this paper concludes that the
layout of charging stations in Beijing is not reasonable, because charging stations are not visited by electric
vehicles equally. 4 charging stations have higher visiting frequency. More charging stations should be built near
these areas. 16 refs.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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